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A Unique Opportunity 
The Accounts Receivable Affiliate Program offers a unique opportunity for those looking to generate additional 
revenue for themselves, their companies and their business associates and contacts with no out of pocket costs 
whatsoever. Our concept is simple, our affiliates refer their contacts and business associates who need a debt 
collection agency to recover past due accounts or aged receivables and we pay them a commission of any funds 
generated over the life of the client.  
 
Accounts Receivable is an industry leading debt collection agency that collects on consumer and commercial debts. 
Headquartered in Orlando Florida, we collect debts nationwide and work with a network of affiliate attorneys that 
can litigate cases for clients throughout the United States. We collect on a contingency basis so clients do not have 
to pay Accounts Receivable unless we collect for them. We simply charge a percentage of the collected funds as 
out fee.  
 
What to Gain As An Affiliate 
As an affiliate of Accounts Receivable we provide you the tools necessary to generate an additional income stream 
from your business contacts. Affiliates have access to a number of tools including:  
 
 +An Affiliate Dashboard That Tracks All Commissions Earned 
 +Tracking Links and Banners For Affiliate Marketing 
 +A Suite of Marketing Materials Customizable With Your Information 
 +Form Pages You Can Utilize For Your Referrals 
 +A Platform To Signup Sub Affiliates That You Earn From 
 +Unlimited Commissions and Affiliates 
 +Commissions For The Life Of The Referral 
 +Absolutely No Sign Up Fees, Maintenance Costs Or Royalties…..EVER 
 
This is an opportunity for you to earn additional revenue without any risk. You never pay to become a member of 
our program and it costs your referrals nothing unless we are able to produce for them. 
 
The Financial Gain 
Affiliates are paid a commission of 5% of any fees generated from a contact that they refer that signs up for our 
service. If you had an associate that had to write off $75,000.00, and you referred that associate to Accounts 
Receivable for collections at a 30% contingency, you would earn a commission of over $1000.00 from one referral.   
 
You can also earn commissions from signing up 
affiliates underneath you. When an affiliate signs up 
underneath you, you will generate commissions 
from them as well. We pay up to 5 levels deep on 
affiliate commissions so you can earn up to 10%.         
We never cap commissions as it is our intent to pay 
you as much as we possibly can! 
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The Advantage of Affiliates 

 
The chart below depicts what you would make at each level if you signed up one affiliate and 
they signed up one affiliate all the way down 5 levels for various levels of fee generated from 
their referrals.  

 

 
 
While the earnings above are dramatic, it is nothing in comparison to the same model if you 
signed up 3 affiliates and each one of them signed up 3 affiliates all the way down 5 levels. 
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How To Get Started 
 

Like what you see, our program is the easiest way you can create an 
additional income stream. To get started all you need to do is go the 
following page and complete your application: 
 

www.ArAffiliateProgram.com 
 

If you have questions about our program you can call us now at: 
 

321-710-3530 
 

If you want to see a fully functional demo of the affiliate dashboard 
you can go to:  
 

www.AffiliateProgramDemo.com 
 

We look forward to having you come on board the Accounts 
Receivable Affiliate Program. This is a unique opportunity for you to 
generate additional revenue streams.  
 
The Accounts Receivable Affiliate Program does not discriminate and shall not discriminate on 
the basis of race, color, religion (creed), gender, gender expression, age, national origin 
(ancestry), disability, marital status, sexual orientation, or military status, in any of its activities or 
operations. Due to regulations on collection agencies in some states, certain affiliate’s 
applications may be denied. Applications may be denied for certain conflicts of interest including 
but not limited to, employment or ownership interests in another collection agency or competing 
industry. Certain criminal convictions may also prevent acceptance.  


